Abstract. For a projective plane Pn of order n, let X(Pn) denote the minimum number k, so that there is a coloring of the points of P~ in k colors such that no two distinct lines contain precisely the same number' of points of each color. Answering a question of A. Rosa, we show that for all sufficiently large n, 5 < X(Pn) < 8 for every projective plane P, of order n.
Introduction
Let P = Pn = (P, ~) be a projective plane of order n, with a set of points P and a set of lines ~. As is well known, P has n 2 + n + 1 points and n 2 + n + 1 lines with n + 1 points on every line. A g-colorin9 of P is a function f from P to the set {1, 2 ..... X}, which may also be viewed as the (ordered)x-partition (P1, P2 ..... Px) of P defined by Pi = f -l ( i ) . Let C be a X-coloring of P, corresponding to the partition (1"1 ..... Px)" For a line L ~ ~e, we define the type tL. c of L (with respect to C) to be the following vector of length Z: tL, c = (IPxfqLI, IPzNLI,...,IPxNLI). Thus, tL.c is a vector with nonnegative integer coordinates whose sum in ILl = n + 1. The coloring C is called legitimate if no two distinct lines have the same type.
Finally, let X(P) denote the minimum integer X, such that there exists a legitimate g-coloring of P. A. Rosa raised the problem of studying the numbers g(P) and observed that X(P) > 4 for every projective plane of order n > 5. Indeed, this follows from the fact that the number of vectors with X nonnegative coordinates whose sum i s n + l i s (~+~) S i n c e ( n + 3 ) n 2 -" 2 < + n + 1 for all n _> 5, it follows that in any 3-coloring of a projective plane of order n > 5 there are two lines having the same type. Somewhat surprisingly, the set {X(P)}, as P ranges over all projective planes, is bounded. In fact, as shown in the next section, a rather straightforward application of the probabilistic method shows that for all sufficiently large n, X(P,) < 10 for every projective plane of order n. In the present paper we study the numbers X(P.) for large n. We improve both the easy upper and lower bounds stated above and show that for all sufficiently large n
___ x(P.) ---8
for every projective plane P, of order n. The upper bound is proved in section 2, and the lower bound in section 3. The final section 4 contains several generalizations and open problems.
Eight Colors Suffice
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. For all sufficiently laroe n,
x(P.) ---8
for every projective plane P, of order n.
Throughout the section we assume, whenever it is needed, that n is sufficiently large. Let P = •, = (P, A °) be a projective plane of order n. We first show the easy proof that X(P) _< 10. A random X-colorin 9 C of P is a function f from P to {1, 2,... X}, where for each p ~ P, f(p) ~ {1, 2,..., X} is chosen, independently, according to a uniform distribution. Let us call a pair {L, L' } of two distinct lines of P bad (with respect to C) if tL, c = tL, c. One can easily check that for every fixed X and every fixed pair of lines {L,L'}, the probability that {L,L'} is bad (with respect to the (') random X-coloring C) is O ~ . Therefore, the expected number of bad pairs
number of bad pairs, is smaller than 1 and hence there is a 10-coloring with no bad pairs which is, by definition, a legitimate coloring. Thus X(P) _< 10. Moreover, the proof actually shows that almost all 10-colorings of P are legitimate. Our objective is to improve the bound 10 to 8. As the details are somewhat complicated, let us first sketch the idea in the proof of this improvement. Our objective is to show that with positive probability a random 8-coloring of P is legitimate. However, unlike in the previous case, here the probability that it is indeed legitimate is extremely small. To obtain the required estimate for the probability that a random 8-coloring is legitimate, we apply the Lov~isz Local Lemma. This is a tool that enables one to conclude that with positive probability the complements of many events happen simultaneously, provided each of them is mutually independent of almost all the
( )
others. The events we would like to consider here are all the nz + n + 1 2 events that a fixed pair of lines is bad. However, here no reasonable condition on mutual independence is satisfied, and.thus we have to be a little trickier. This is done by first considering a random coloring of most, but not all, the points, and then by applying the Local Lemma to the rest of the coloring. We now present the proof in detail, starting with a few lemmas. Notice that f assigns colors to all but at most 40 log n points of L U L'. Thus, if {L, L'} is not a dangerous pair, then in any extension of f to a coloring C of all points of P the types tL, c and tL,,c will be different, i.e., {L, L'} will not be a bad pair. Therefore, when trying to extend f to a legitimate coloring of P, our only concern is to avoid making any dangerous pair into a bad one. In order to show that this can be done, we first study the structure of the dangerous pairs. We need the following simple, somewhat technical, lemma. the left hand side of(2.2) is equal to the ratio between the last multinomial coefficient and 8 m-k. Since this multinomial coefficient, for given m and k, attains its maximum when the numbers t~ -s~ are as equal as possible, inequality (2.2) follows. The fact that by (2.1) m > n + 1 -20log n, together with the standard estimates for multinomial coefficients obtained from Stirling's Formula (see, e.g., [2] , p. 4), show that for all sufficiently large n the conditional probability considered is smaller than lO0/n 7/2, provided k < x//n. [] Corollary 2.5. Let Lx and L 2 be two distinct lines ofP = (P, A a) and let T c P be an arbitrary set of points of P satisfying [L 2 A T[ < x/~. Then, given any information on the coloring of the points in T, the conditional probability that {Lx,L2} is a (10010g n) a. 100 (log n) 9 dangerous pair (with respect to f) is smaller than nW 2
< nT/------y--
Proof For every possible coloring of L~ U T (consistent with the given information on the coloring of T), and for every fixed type vector t = (t 1 ..... t a) whose distance from tLl.: is at most 40 log n, the conditional probability that tL2 ,: = _t is, by Lemma 2.4, smaller than 100/n 7/2. As there are less than (10010gn) a < (1°:0~)9--vectors _t of distance at most 40 log n from each such possible tf 1,:, the desired result follows. Proof Fix a line L and two other distinct lines L' and L". By Corollary 2.5, the probability that (L, L'} is a dangerous pair is smaller than (log n)a/n 7/2. By another application of Corollary 2.5 (with L1 = L, L 2 = L", T = L tA L') the conditional probability that {L, L"} is a dangerous pair, given that {L, L'} is a dangerous pair, is smaller than (log n)9/n 7/2. Thus, the probability that both pairs (L, L' } and (L, L" }
are danger°us is smaller than (l°gn)~S/nT" There are (n2 + n + l)( n2 + n < n6
choices for the line L and the two other lines L' and L". Thus, the expected number 
. By Corollary 2.5, the probability that {L 1, L'~ } is a dangerous pair is smaller than (log n)9/n 7/2. Also, for every 1 _< i _< 4, Corollary 2.5 implies that the conditional probability that {Li+~, L'i+~ } is a dangerous pair, given that , (log n) 9 (L1, L~ } . .... 8} be a partial 8-coloring of P, satisfying the assertion of the last proposition. To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we show that f can be extended to a legitimate 8-coloring C of P. Let C be a random extension of f, i.e., choose the color of each point p e S independently, in {1, 2 .... ,8}, according to a uniform distribution. Recall that by (2.1) S contains at least log n points of each line L, so there is still a considerable amount of freedom in determining the type tL, c of each line. By definition, C is legitimate if and only if there are no bad pairs of lines (with respect to the coloring C). Recall that the only pairs that may become bad (with respect to C) are those which are dangerous with respect to f. Our objective is to show that with positive (though exponentially small) probability, no dangerous pair becomes bad. To do so, we apply the Lovfisz Local Lemma proved in [4] (see also, e.g., [6] ), which is the following: For every dangerous pair {L1, L2 } (with respect to the fixed partial coloring f satisfying the assertion of Proposition 2.8 we chose), let ALl,L2 be the event that the pair {Li,L2} is bad with respect to the random extension C off. Let Si = S fq Li, $2 = S f3 L2 be the points of L1 and L2, respectively, that receive their new colors during the random choice of C. By our choice of S (see inequality (2.1)) both [$11 and IS21 are between log n and 20 log n. Therefore, one can easily check that 100 Pr(A{r.,,L2}) < (log n)7/2.
(2.3)
Indeed, for every given coloring of L2, the conditional probability that L1 will have the same type can be bounded, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, by an expression of (°) the form m~,m2,...,m8 , where m = IS1\$2[ > logn -1, and this expression is 8 m smaller than 100/(log n) 7/2.
We claim that the event A{L~.L~ } is mutually independent of all the events A{L,,L,, } with
This is because the coloring f is already fixed and the only random process considered is its extension to C. Thus, the only colors that determine the event A{zI,L2} are those assigned to the points of $1 U $2, and no information on the coloring of L' and L" is relevant to the the choice of these colors, provided (2.4) holds. Since by Proposition 2.8 no point belongs to more than 4 dangerous pairs and, since [S~ t_J $21 < 80 log n, it follows that the number of dangerous pairs {L', L" } (besides {L~, L 2 })that violate (2.4) does not exceed IS1 U $21.3 < 240 log n. Combining this with (2.3) and Lemma 2.9 (with q = lO0/(logn) 7/2, b = 2401ogn) we conclude that with positive probability no event A{L.r..} occurs. In particular, there is at least one extension C of the partial coloring f which is an 8-coloring of P with no bad pairs, Thus Z(Pn) < 8, completing the proof of Theorem 2.1.
[]
Four Colours do not Suffice
In this section we prove the following theorem. x(P.) 5 for every projective plane P. of order n.
To prove this theorem we need the following simple but useful lemma. See also [1] 
Remark.
In the next section we present another proof of Lemma 3.2, which uses the eigenvalues of the lines versus points incidence matrix of the projective plane P. Although that proof is (a little) more complicated than the one above, it has the advantage that it can be generalized to other, more complicated structures provided some information on the eigenvalues of their corresponding incidence matrices is available.
In order to deduce Theorem 3.1 from Lemma 3.2, rather rough estimates suffice. We next present this proof. Afterwards, we describe briefly a more careful analysis which, although it does not enable us to improve the lower bound in Theorem 3.1 to X(P,) > 6, it provides some interesting properties of any legitimate 5-coloring of P. for all sufficiently large n. We believe that in fact X(P,) > 6 for all sufficiently large n but at the moment we are unable to prove it.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let C be an arbitrary 4-coloring of P = P, = (P, ~), corresponding to the partition P = P1 U P2 LJ Pa U P4 of the points of P. For 1 < i < 4, put ti = IPiJ(n + 1)/(n 2 + n + 1). By Lemma 3.2, for each fixed i, 1 < i < 4, we have
Therefore, the number of lines L ~ &t, that satisfy IlL clei[ -ti[ > 3x//n is smaller than nZ/9. It follows that there are at least (n z + n + 1) -3nZ/9 > n2/2 lines L for which
IlL n e,I-t,I _< 3x/n for all 1 _i< 3. In the rest of this section we briefly present a more careful analysis of colorings of projective planes using Lemma 3.2. Although this analysis does not suffice to improve the estimate in Theorem 3.1, it does supply some additional interesting information on colorings of projective planes. Let k be a fixed integer. Let P = P, = (P, 5e) be a projective plane of order n, where n > no(k)is sufficiently large. Let C be an arbitrary k-coloring of P, corresponding to the partition (P~,Pz,... ,P k) of P, and put _t = (tl,t 2 .... (Here 1 is a k-dimensional vector of l's.) This set {xi }i"=1 is simply the set of all lattice points inside a ball centered at _t (in the hyperplane (_x, 1> = n + 1), with an appropriately chosen radius R, plus, if necessary, some of the points on the boundary of this ball. We thus need the following estimate. 
Concluding Remarks
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is Lemma 3.2. As mentioned in the remark following this lemma, the lemma and some more general staterrients can be proved using the eigenvalues of an appropriate incidence matrix. Let H = (V, E) be a k-uniform/-regular hypergraph with a set V of p vertices and a set E of q edges (p. l = q-k). For the projective plane of order n, p = q = n 2 + n + 1, k = n + 1 and 2 = n.
Moreover, as for the projective plane all eigenvalues of ArA besides the first are equal to n, inequality (4.3) is an equality, which is equivalent to Lemma 3.2. For our purposes in this paper, only the inequality corresponding to (4.3) was used. Consequently, the proof in section 3 can be generalized to any analogous coloring problems of uniform regular hypergraphs, provided we have an estimate on the eigenvalues involved. Returning to projective planes, we note that it seems that both our upper and lower bounds are not tight. We conclude the paper with the following conjecture. for every projective plane of order n.
